	
  

Custom Woolen Mills ltd. (403) 337-2221
www.customwoolenmills.com
EXOTIC FIBER PROCESSING PRICE LIST JULY 2015

All prices are on the finished weight of your product and include all steps in making the product. You can get your
own natural colours processed; we do not offer dyeing of exotic fibres. If you do not have enough of your own fiber
for a product, we are willing to exchange with you using our Wool Credit system. Exchanging medium/coarse fiber
for a fine-grade fiber is an extra $4.00/ lb. Ask about large quantity discounts.
ROPING (ROVING) - We will wash and card 100% llama or alpaca fiber into roping, or we can blend your fibre with
wool to process into roping. For best results, fiber length should be less than 4 inches (10 cm). There is no minimum weight
requirement for roping.
BATTING- We will wash and card your blended (at least 30 % wool) alpaca fiber into quilting and felting batts. For the
best results, fiber length should not exceed 4 inches (10 cm). There is no minimum weight requirement for batting. Should
you wish to have bedding made, we are happy to send your alpaca batting to be sewn into comforters by Martha‘s Woolies,
Spruce Grove, 780-962-5774. Ask for prices for down proof ticking outer fabric and sewing.
Wash and Card 100% exotic roping
Wash and Card exotic fiber/wool blends

$ 14.00/ lb
$ 13.00/ lb

YARNS- We do not spin 100% exotic fiber. We have developed the following products which we can custom process with
your fiber. For best results your fiber ought to be less then 4 inches (10 cm) in length. There is a minimum of 20 lbs clean
blended weight per color and type of yarn requested. We make the following yarns:
1) Lopi Yarn - 70% alpaca or llama or mohair fiber / 30% merino wool. We recommend a grade 3 or 4 alpaca/llama fiber
or kid mohair. The end product is used in hand knitting or weaving.
Wash, Card, and Spin Lopi Yarn

$ 22.00/ lb

2) Rug Yarn - 70% alpaca or llama or mohair fiber / 30% dorset wool. We recommend grade 5 or 6 alpaca/llama or young
adult mohair. Prices are the same as the above Lopi yarn.
3) Sport Weight Yarn - 70% alpaca or llama or mohair fiber / 30% merino wool. We recommend grade 2, 3, or 4 alpaca or
llama or kid or young adult mohair. We also process 50% buffalo / 50% merino or 60% quiviut / 40% merino.
Wash, Card, and Spin Two or Three Ply Yarn

$ 23.00/ lb

4) Worsted Weight Yarn - We are using these yarns in our machine knit socks:
70% wool / 30% kid mohair
60% alpaca of llama / 20% nylon / 20% merino
70% Alpaca / 20% Merino / 10% Kid Mohair
Wash, Card, and Spin Yarn
Machine Knit Socks

$ 46.00/ lb
$ 14.00/ pair

All prices are listed in Canadian $. GST not included. Effective July 2015. Prices are subject to change without notice.

	
  

